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2014 Latest 100% Pass Guaranteed Symantec ST0-149 Dumps (61-70)
QUESTION 61 A disk displays an X symbol in a red circlE. What does this indicate?A. There is a potential problem and it should
be fixed immediately.B. The disk is inaccessible, but the data is healthy.C. There is a disk failure and it should be fixed
immediately.D. The disk is disconnected, but the data is healthy. Answer: C QUESTION 62A mirrored volume displays a status of
Degraded. What should be checked to determine the cause of this state? A. whether the volume is regeneratingB. whether the
volume has lost fault toleranceC. whether the volume is being formattedD. whether the volume has started resynchronizing
Answer: B QUESTION 63Why would an administrator create a campus cluster? A. to increase write I/O performanceB. to
decrease downtimeC. to reduce hardware costsD. to simplify the environment Answer: B QUESTION 64Which command is
used to write the data in memory to a disk after modifying a cluster configuration? A. hacf -verifyB. haconf -dumpC. hares
-modifyD. Hasys -save Answer: B QUESTION 65What is a required attribute of a service group? A. AutoStartB.
AutoStartListC. SystemListD. SystemStartList Answer: D QUESTION 66An administrator needs to remove a system from a 32
node cluster. The administrator launches the Cluster Configuration Wizard and gets to the Cluster Configuration Options page.
Which option should the administrator select to remove the system? A. Modify Existing ClusterB. Edit Existing ClusterC.
ReconfigureD. RemoveNodes Answer: B QUESTION 67Which dynamic disk group state supports fast failover? A. Imported
Read-OnlyB. Imported Multi-AccessC. Deported Read-OnlyD. Deported Multi-Access Answer: C QUESTION 68Which
VMDg attribute does Symantec recommend setting for large configurations (typically more than 10 VMDg resources)? A.
NumThreadsB. DetailMonitorFreqC. ForceImportD. VxVMFailAction Answer: A QUESTION 69Which feature creates
simultaneous, multiple, split-mirror copies of volumes? A. duplicationB. mirroringC. RAIDD. FlashSnap Answer: D
QUESTION 70Which feature does a storage administrator use to identify the physical location of shared storage? A.
campus-aware allocationB. site-aware allocationC. array-aware allocationD. disk-aware allocation Answer: B If you want to
pass the Symantec ST0-149 exam sucessfully, recommend to read latest Symantec ST0-149 Exam Question full version.
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